
I wouldn’t want to risk 
making a mistake, so I 
would:

___  not swim unless the water’s 
depth is clearly marked

___  order only what I like to eat

___  go to the same resort for an-
nual vacations

___  be with my friends for 
 entertainment

___  get the same haircut I’ve been 
wearing

___  buy the brand of jeans I know

___  choose my high school friend 
as a college roommate

___  practice a piano song many 
times before a performance.

I am daring enough to:

___  try parachuting

___  dye my hair the opposite 
shade and leave it that way

___  order and eat octopus

___  jump off a tall cliff into water

___  wear a funky shirt when no 
one else will

___  spend my entire allowance to 
win the prize at a fair booth

___  go to dinner with a blind date

___  go to an event (dance) by 
myself in hopes of finding 
someone I know

What Kind of Investor Are You?
Check all that apply to you  (There are no right or wrong answers here).

I would take a calculated 
risk and:

___  try a new menu item after a 
friend ordered and liked it

___  dive into a pond if I could 
swim

___  try yoga with a new friend, 
but not alone

___  vacation in a new spot on a 
recommendation

___  hike up a mountain after I’ve 
trained

___  paint a room a bold color after 
seeing it elsewhere

___  buy high-fashion shoes after 
several friends have them

___  buy a relative a unique gift 
after she/he admired similar 
items

Takes
Risks

Very 
Cautious

In which group do you have more checks?  Where do you fall on the investor trait line below?

6 to 8 checks in 
the 1st column

6 to 8 checks in 
the 2nd column

6 to 8 checks in 
the 3rd column


